
[Revelation’s] theological theme could be summed up in the revelation that Jesus 
Christ is the master of history; it does not contrast a bad present with a good 
future; it reveals the present work of God, it shows the present victory of Jesus 
Christ. It does not propose any flight into heaven, nor hope in the miracle of God 
to save us historically, but the accomplished triumph. 
--Jacques Ellul, Apocalypse: The Book of Revelation, p. 32 

 

 

Revelation: Introduction and Chapter One 

The Book of Revelation is an apocalyptic writing, not a prophetic one. What’s the 

difference? How might it make a difference if the two are equated or confused? 

What’s the difference: Prophetic writing, as in the Books of the Prophets, calls people to change 

a way of life. “If you don’t stop doing _____, then ______ is going to happen” or “if you don’t 

start doing _____, then ______ is going to happen.”  

Jacques Ellul says there are three “movements” in prophetic writings/speech: (1) 

reminder of the past: this is what God has done for us; (2) what’s happening right now and which 

forces are responsible; (3) conclusion/exhortation.  

The word of the LORD that came to Jeremiah concerning the drought:  
Judah mourns 

   and her gates languish; 
they lie in gloom on the ground, 

   and the cry of Jerusalem goes up.  
Her nobles send their servants for water; 

   they come to the cisterns, 
they find no water, 

   they return with their vessels empty. 
They are ashamed and dismayed 

   and cover their heads,  
because the ground is cracked. 

   Because there has been no rain on the land 
the farmers are dismayed; 



   they cover their heads.  
Even the doe in the field forsakes her newborn fawn 

   because there is no grass.  
The wild asses stand on the bare heights, 

   they pant for air like jackals; 
their eyes fail 

   because there is no herbage. 

 
Although our iniquities testify against us, 

   act, O LORD, for your name’s sake; 
our apostasies indeed are many, 

   and we have sinned against you.  
O hope of Israel, 

   its saviour in time of trouble, 
why should you be like a stranger in the land, 
   like a traveller turning aside for the night?  
Why should you be like someone confused, 

   like a mighty warrior who cannot give help? 
Yet you, O LORD, are in the midst of us, 

   and we are called by your name; 
   do not forsake us! 

 
Thus says the LORD concerning this people: 

Truly they have loved to wander, 
   they have not restrained their feet; 

therefore the LORD does not accept them, 
   now he will remember their iniquity 

   and punish their sins. 

--Jeremiah 14:1-10 

 

Remember these things, O Jacob, 
   and Israel, for you are my servant; 
I formed you, you are my servant; 

   O Israel, you will not be forgotten by me.  



I have swept away your transgressions like a cloud, 
   and your sins like mist; 

return to me, for I have redeemed you. 

 
Sing, O heavens, for the LORD has done it; 

   shout, O depths of the earth; 
break forth into singing, O mountains, 

   O forest, and every tree in it! 
For the LORD has redeemed Jacob, 

   and will be glorified in Israel. 

 
Thus says the LORD, your Redeemer, 

   who formed you in the womb: 
I am the LORD, who made all things, 

   who alone stretched out the heavens, 
   who by myself spread out the earth;  

who frustrates the omens of liars, 
   and makes fools of diviners; 

who turns back the wise, 
   and makes their knowledge foolish;  
who confirms the word of his servant, 

   and fulfils the prediction of his messengers; 
who says of Jerusalem, ‘It shall be inhabited’, 

   and of the cities of Judah, ‘They shall be rebuilt, 
   and I will raise up their ruins’;  
who says to the deep, ‘Be dry— 

   I will dry up your rivers’;  
who says of Cyrus, ‘He is my shepherd, 
   and he shall carry out all my purpose’; 

and who says of Jerusalem, ‘It shall be rebuilt’, 
   and of the temple, ‘Your foundation shall be laid.’ 

--Isaiah 44:21-28 

 



Apocalyptic writing is not an exhortation or a warning to behave differently--it makes 

very clear that what is happening happens regardless of human action or reaction. Humans are 

spectators, not actors. Apocalypse is written (and should be read aloud) to communicate God’s 

matchless power and dominion over any earthly event or series of events.  

 

As I watched in the night visions, 
I saw one like a human being 

   coming with the clouds of heaven. 
And he came to the Ancient One 
   and was presented before him.  

To him was given dominion 
   and glory and kingship, 

that all peoples, nations, and languages 
   should serve him. 

His dominion is an everlasting dominion 
   that shall not pass away, 

and his kingship is one 
   that shall never be destroyed. 

 
-- Daniel 7:13-14 

 
Then I, Daniel, looked, and two others appeared, one standing on this bank of the 
stream and one on the other. One of them said to the man clothed in linen, who 
was upstream, ‘How long shall it be until the end of these wonders?’ The man 
clothed in linen, who was upstream, raised his right hand and his left hand 
towards heaven. And I heard him swear by the one who lives for ever that it 
would be for a time, two times, and half a time, and that when the shattering of 
the power of the holy people comes to an end, all these things would be 
accomplished. I heard but could not understand; so I said, ‘My lord, what shall be 
the outcome of these things?’ He said, ‘Go your way, Daniel, for the words are to 
remain secret and sealed until the time of the end. Many shall be purified, 
cleansed, and refined, but the wicked shall continue to act wickedly. None of the 
wicked shall understand, but those who are wise shall understand.From the time 
that the regular burnt-offering is taken away and the abomination that desolates is 
set up, there shall be one thousand two hundred and ninety days. Happy are those 
who persevere and attain the thousand three hundred and thirty-five days. But 
you, go your way, and rest; you shall rise for your reward at the end of the days.’ 

 
--Daniel 12:5-13 

 



What if the two are equated or confused: A few thousand years of confusion and panic! Every 

generation since the Revelation to John was first read or spoken has thought “Surely this means 

me!” Events are prodded to fit the shape of the events that take place; people (either singly or in 

groups) are vilified as the Anti-Christ or the Beast, etc. It’s the end of the world as we know it. 

This disregards all other Scriptural witness regarding predicting end times (the Eschaton). Those 

in power, particularly in the early established Church, generally didn’t feel too badly about 

manipulating these Scriptural verses, events, world leaders, enemies, and themselves to fit neatly 

into a writing that was never meant to be neatly organized or easily comprehensible. And to a 

point, this continues even unto today. The most recent publicized incident revolved around 

Harold Camping, who predicted the Rapture (a subject we’ll tackle in a few weeks) to take place 

in October of 2011. Thousands of people donated goods and money to help him publicize the 

coming end of the world, only to be left with nothing when the predicted Eschaton failed to take 

place. 

 

For the time being, it may be easier to define what Revelation isn’t, rather than what it is. So 

here’s a brief list of what Revelation is NOT: 

--a prediction of what is going to happen at some point in the future 

--a description of something that happened a long time ago 

--a blueprint to decipher so we can straighten up and live right 

--a political statement about any specific regime or time period 

--a social statement about any specific society or time period 

--an ecclesiastical statement about any specific church or time period 

 



 

 

A few (very brief) definitions before we go any further: 

Apocalypse: the modern definition indicates massive catastrophe or destruction; however, its 

literal meaning is “an uncovering; a revealing;” apocalyptic writings are meant to give humans a 

glimpse into the unseeable/unknowable 

Prophecy: a foretelling or prediction of what is to come, generally including instructions and 

exhortations 

Eschaton: the final event in the divine plan; the end of all things 

Eschatological: having to do with the Eschaton 

Proleptic: “already, but not yet;” in terms of studying the Book of Revelation, the understanding 

that in the Kingdom of Heaven, all of these things are going to happen, are happening now, and 

have already happened (don’t worry, we’ll discuss this in much greater detail!) 

Kairos: “God’s time;” an understanding of events that happen with no regard to past, present, or 

future; Kingdom time 

Chronos: “human time;” linear time; that which takes place in sequence that moves forward 

only—no skipping around! 

 

Chronos and Kairos: 

Humans tend to view time in a linear fashion, i.e. birth to death, morning to evening, etc. 

There is no traveling back and forth, and the ability to see events from past, present, and future 

simultaneously and equally is rare, if not nonexistent. We see things chronologically--a timeline.  



As one could imagine, God perceives time very differently. When One is the Creator of 

all things, there are no limits to the passage of time, its suspension, the events that take place in 

and out of time, and so forth. THIS IS NOT A SIMPLE CONCEPT, and it takes a while, 

spending time with relevant texts, before it even begins to make sense. One example that 

probably won’t help at all: the Trinity. How can three persons of the Trinity co-exist, not just 

now but since before the beginning of time, making one person manifest in the man Jesus for one 

chronological span of time, but with the understanding that the person of the Son was present 

since before Creation, hence out of time entirely, etc.  

We discuss chronos vs. kairos because the events of Revelation DO NOT HAPPEN in 

chronological time, in human time. It may help to think of them as a continually occurring cycle, 

one that began with the life and death of Jesus and continues to play itself out as human history 

continues to unfold. Its final resolution is disputed--has it happened or not? Or is it something 

that keeps happening? Or is it really going to be the end of the world? Let’s not worry about it 

just now--we have plenty of time to argue about it over the next several weeks. 

 
There is no before and after in heaven, but that means that we must ‘read’ 
Christmas in the light of, and beginning with, Good Friday. We cannot consider 
the life of Jesus according to the normal development of a human life, which 
begins at birth and ends at death: the Apocalypse teaches us that ‘in heaven’ the 
crucifixion comes first, and the Incarnation is defined by that. --Jacques Ellul, 
Apocalypse, p. 48 

 

An Overview of the Structure 

The Book of Revelation is constructed in five parts—these parts are not separate from 

one another, but flow into one another to create a cohesive whole. Each of these five parts is 

determined and defined by septenaries. A septenary is a group of seven significant symbols 



(we’ll be discussing the importance of numbers in Scripture in general, and Revelation in 

particular, on down the line). 

 

Keeping in mind that it’s challenging to define these sections, especially at first, here’s a 

breakdown of where they are: 

1: starts with Chapter 1 

2: starts in Chapter 5 

3: starts in Chapter 8 

4: starts in Chapter 14 

5: starts in Chapter 19 

Each part begins with a “visionary” introduction, then goes on to its particular septenary: 

1: letters 

2: seals 

3: trumpets 

4: bowls 

5: visions 

And the first, second, fourth, and fifth sections conclude with a doxology (a hymn of praise): 

1: chapter 4 

2: chapter 7, v. 10 

4: chapter 14, v. 1-5 

5: chapter 19, v. 1-8 

Again, like all Scripture, these sections are not meant to be read and interpreted 

discretely, but as interconnecting themes and messages that create a meaningful whole.  



However. Each section does have a specific, overarching theme that’s worth noting. Here 

they are: 

 

1: The letters to the seven churches point to the Body of Christ on Earth—entities that 

live in chronos, not kairos, and are therefore flawed. The presence of God is mediated 

here by human imperfection, and the relationship is distorted. 

2. This second part is a view of humanity’s history on Earth—the tribes of Israel, nations 

of the Earth, and so on. 

3. The third part is the “axis” of Revelation—speaks of the Incarnation of Christ; the 

place in which temporal (chronos) and eternal (kairos) come together. Jesus is the earthly 

man; Christ is the eternal God. 

4. This section describes the Eschaton and the end of temporal, earthly history; outlines 

the shape of God’s judgment. 

5. The final section reveals the New Jerusalem and the Kingdom of Heaven. It points to a 

new creation and dovetails beautifully with the beginning of Genesis, the beginning of 

Scripture as we know it. Here we see humanity and God in a perfect, unmediated 

relationship in all its fullness. 

Are you still with me?  

I hope so, because there’s ONE MORE THING that needs to be pointed out. These 

sections, except the third, correspond with each other in ways that emphasize each one’s primary 

message—although, again, we need to remember that this book is to be read and interpreted in its 

entirety! Here’s the breakdown: 

 



 

 

 

TEMPORAL/MEDIATED OUTSIDE OF TIME/IMMEDIATE 

 

1st Section: earthly churches; human-created 

society; flawed and imperfect; not in direct 

relationship with God 

 

 

5th Section: new creation; Kingdom of 

Heaven; perfect and created by God; in 

immediate relationship with God 

 

 

2nd Section: humanity’s history on Earth 

 

4th Section: the end of history as we know it 

 

 

 

And the 3rd section, again, stands alone as the pivotal point of the entire book. 

Throughout Revelation, we are shown that the earthly events of the Gospels have directly 

corresponding events in the Kingdom of Heaven, invisible to us but given as a vision to John of 

Patmos. Particular attention is paid to Jesus’ death on the cross and the imagery of all-out war 

and chaos in Revelation.  

One reason this is so significant is because of its opposition to nearly all other ancient 

religions. In these traditions, humans are often pawns to the gods—the adventures (and 

misadventures) of the gods wherever they happen to be affect the poor humans and everything 

else on Earth. The Israelites, Hebrews, and in turn the early Christians, departed entirely from 



this model and revealed a divine system that participates with and is affected by human events. 

And this gives us the deeper relationship with God that God designed us to have; it also gives us 

a pretty good case for our being moved and affected by the life of our own communities! 

At issue is a relation between that which has happened upon earth with and 
around Jesus, and then the celestial domain, the world of powers, thrones, 
dominions, angels, and demons, but above all the secret of God … the terrestrial 
event provokes the celestial event.—Ellul, p. 47 
 

Out of human time, the events in Scripture are continually happening, cycling from 

Genesis through Revelation and starting back at re-creation/new creation. We are always called 

to be present at the moment of ultimate redemption, which is happening at all times, in all places, 

and in the Kingdom of Heaven. Because of God’s incomparable power, the world throughout 

history and OUTSIDE of history is constantly being redeemed.  

Yet throughout history, God suspends or, in the case of Jesus Christ, gives up that power 

to remain in participatory relationship with Creation. God allows for argument, for bargaining, 

and God changes his mind (from time to time) to continue drawing God’s people nearer. The 

events of Revelation, however, as they continue to make themselves known, leave us in no doubt 

about God’s ultimate purposes regardless of human action. God is in control of all things on 

Earth and in Heaven. 

Let’s read aloud Chapter 1 and get started! 

Some questions to answer after we read: 

--Who is John, the author? 

--Why is it such a big deal to read this aloud? 

--Why was John “in the spirit?” 

--Why does it seem like there’s seven of everything? 



--Why these seven churches in particular? 

“And if Jesus Christ is indeed the Lord of history, it is by his Church in history that this Lordship 

must appear.” –Ellul, p. 126 

“Christ is not in heaven; he is in his churches; he acts upon them and must act by them.” –Ellul, 
p. 127 


